
1 TPSS Magoon Facilities User Policy and Procedures
2 Update draft – 2013 October 07
3
4
5 The TPSS Magoon Research Facility consists of five glasshouses, four shade-houses and open field
6 areas. The larger shade-house is partially covered. Another glasshouse is set up for use with
7 transgenic plants, if necessary. The headhouse contains all the support facilities for greenhouses
8 including a shop, cold room, drying oven, pesticide and fertilizer storage and a teaching classroom.
9

10 EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS (Reviewed 2013 October 07 - to be reviewed annually)
11 Security 956-6911
12
13 Craig Okazaki Facility Supervisor - Tropical Plant & Soil Sciences
14 Telephone 956-6351
15 After Hours
16
17 Russell Yost Chairman - Tropical Plant & Soil Sciences
18 Telephone 956 8389
19 After Hours 429-0900
20
21 Mark Burch CTAHR Health & Safety Specialist
22 Telephone 956 7918
23
24 LOCATION
25 The Facility is located at:
26 2717 Woodlawn Ave. Honolulu HI, 96822
27 Opposite Manoa Market Place. 
28
29 HOURS OF OPERATION
30 7:00 am to 3:45 pm
31 Monday through Friday (Excluding State and Federal Holidays)
32
33 GENERAL POLICY
34 It is CTAHR’s and TPSS policy to provide a safe and secure working environment to the TPSS
35 Magoon Research and Instructional Facilities and its workers. Access and security is crucial at all
36 times. All doors must have limited access (authorized entry only) and kept locked at all times when
37 no authorized users are present. Signs are to be posted “No Unauthorized Entry”. Staff must be
38 specifically trained for the specific security needs of the greenhouse facilities.
39
40 All Faculty, Staff, Students and authorized users will be issued with a copy of this manual and asked
41 to sign that they have received a copy and they will abide by the rules and procedures when a space
42 allocation is granted.
43
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44
45

46 No. Structure

47 1 Glasshouse Priority for Student Laboratory Use

48 2 Glasshouse

49 3 Glasshouse

50 4 Shadehouse Anthurium Plant Breeding

51 5 Shadehouse

52 6 Shadehouse Orchid Breeding

53 7 Shadehouse

54 8 Glasshouse

55 12 Glasshouse Approved for transgenic plants - Biosafety Level 2-P

56 Student Field Plots

57 Research Field Plots

58 Research Field Plots

59 Turf plots

60
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61 VISITORS AND ACCESS TO THE MAGOON FACILITY
62 1. Access to Greenhouse Complex is limited to authorized faculty, staff and students.
63 2. Visitors must be accompanied at all times. Children must be under adult supervision at all
64 times.
65 3. Approach any visitor that appears to be wandering in the area and ask if you can help direct
66 them.
67 4. Do not enter a facility where pesticides are being applied and before the safe entry
68 interval have passed and the warning signs removed.
69 5. After normal business hours, the Magoon head-house doors, gates, greenhouses and
70 shade houses must be locked when not in use. Any authorized after-hour user is
71 responsible for building security. To minimize the likelihood of unauthorized access, all
72 after-hours building users should:
73 i. Avoid providing building access to unfamiliar individuals.
74 ii. Secure doors behind you, check that the doors are secured and locked.
75 iii. Immediately report any building security problem to Campus Security or
76 to law enforcement official.
77
78 CTAHR and TPSS reserve the right to restrict admittance to any portion of the TPSS
79 Magoon Research and Instruction Laboratory for security reasons.
80  
81
82 MAGOON USERS COMMITTEE (MUC)
83 1. The MUC will be composed of six full time faculty members (full voting privileges),
84 elected before the end of the spring semester to staggered terms by the faculty of the
85 Tropical Plant and Soil Science Department. The MUC members are elected without
86 categorization of faculty (Instructional, Researcher, Specialist, and Agent).
87 2. The term of MUC committee members is 3 years.
88 3. The Chair of the MUC will be elected from among MUC members before the end of the
89 spring semester following the election for MUC members. This organizational meeting is
90 to be convened by the Department Chair who advises the Committee of its duties and
91 responsibilities for the coming year. Votes can be polled by either an oral declaration or by
92 secret ballot. A simple majority is required. A secret ballot can be requested by any elected
93 member of the MUC.
94 4. The MUC Chair serves a one year term as Chair and if still a member of the MUC can be
95 re-elected.
96 5. The Magoon Supervisor is permanent member of the MUC with full voting rights and

responsibilities.97
98
99 MAGOON USERS COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

100 1. Review and approve the greenhouse budget
101 2. Review the fee schedule and adjust as necessary.
102 3. Make recommendations on policy to be approved by the user committee and approved by
103 a vote of the TPSS faculty. The policy vote is conducted and vote tally certified by the TPSS
104 chair.
105 4. Review and make recommendations to the Department on large or unusual expenditures.
106 Develop list of equipment needs and renovation projects, and seek funding 
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107 5. Review requests for user supplied specialty equipment.
108 6. The MUC is charged with addressing issues regarding the failure of PI's to follow these
109 policies and procedures.
110 7. Respond to policy issues raised by users including resolution of assigned space appeals
111 8. MUC will undertake long-range strategic planning for future improvements and repairs to
112 the Magoon Facility.
113
114 CHAIR OF THE MUC RESPONSIBILITIES (MUCC)
115 1. 1.Call and conduct regular quarterly meetings of the MUC, to include accounting activity. 
116 2. Arrange at the quarterly meeting a walk through of the facility to evaluate the effectiveness
117 of the maintenance and sanitation program.
118 3.  Review payment of Magoon Facility expenses with the Magoon supervisor from approved
119 user fees and maintain a tally of fees used and amounts still due. 
120
121 FACILITY SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITIES
122 1. Is responsible for implementing policies of the MUC. 
123 2. Coordinates and implements the routine maintenance and sanitation program (Standard
124 Operating Procedures) for the whole facility. Program Outlined in the Table Below 
125 3. Submits Work Orders to Facilities Management for repairs and keeps a log of submission
126 date and when the repairs are carried out (See below) 
127 4. Prepares a budget for the coming year presents the budget and expenditures to the MUC for
128 approval. Accounting expenditures for Magoon will be done by TPSS fiscal APT. 
129 5. Coordinates space assignments by receiving requests for space usage 
130 6. Maintains a record of space allocations and compiles a summary report for the MUC 
131 7. Coordinate payment of Magoon Facility expenses with the TPSS fiscal APT from approved
132 user fees and maintain a tally of fees used and amounts still due. 
133 8. Provide notification to users that fail to follow these policies and request consultation from
134 the whole of the MUC to address policy violations. 
135 9. Provides facility orientation for new greenhouse users. 
136 10. The supervisor shall take all necessary precautions to ensure that the premises and property
137 is secure. In case of any emergency, the site supervisor must immediately contact her or his
138 immediate supervisor of the nature of the emergency. 
139 11. Reports and documents all criminal and life-threatening incidents to Campus Security, the
140 appropriate law enforcement agencies and immediate supervisor. 
141 12. Ensures the proper security measures such as alarm, video camera and perimeter fencing to
142 deter and monitor potential intruders are installed, if deemed necessary. 
143 13. Posts appropriate signs and warnings. 
144 14. The Supervisor supervises, coordinates, and participates in the proper maintenance of
145 infrastructure and equipment of the Magoon facility. 
146 15. Instructs greenhouse users on operational procedures. 
147 16. Schedules and provides direction to Facility staff for daily activities. 
148 17. Trains and supervises part-time workers 
149 18. Assists with the activities of greenhouse users. 
150 19. Provides guidance on pesticide recommendations and makes application of pesticides as
151 requested. 
152 20. Consults and coordinates activities with other University operated greenhouses.
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153 FACILITIES USER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
154 1. Space is available for use by University faculty, professional staff, or students, and affiliated
155 personnel.
156 2. Users are responsible for the planning, implementation, maintenance and successful
157 completion of projects conducted in facilities.
158 3. Users should plan to interact frequently and directly with facility Staff.
159 4. Faculty members are responsible for the organization and supervision of their students’ use
160 of the facilities.
161 5. All first time users are required to schedule an orientation covering services, facility Policies
162 and Procedures
163 6. Submit a request for space well in advance of the anticipated experimental start date.
164 7. The PI is responsible for all materials and supplies that are required for their work.
165 8. Submit written work requests to the Supervisor indicating any special requirements that are
166 outside of the facilities regular maintenance and sanitation program.
167 9. It is the responsibility of each user to ensure that plants are healthy and free of diseases
168 10. It is requested that any work activity that produces debris on floors and table surfaces at
169 Magoon be cleaned up prior to leaving for the day. A plastic tarp can be requested to help
170 with clean up in work areas.
171 11. Glasshouse and shade-house plant and soil recyclable biowaste should be discarded outside
172 the building in the assigned bins outside of Shadehouse #4. he garbage cans in the houses
173 should be used only for other waste. These cans will be emptied weekly (Suggestion two
174 types cans in each shed) 
175 12. Maintain their projects in a professional manner following accepted standards for
176 cleanliness, neatness, and sanitation. To maintain a facility wide appearance of safe and
177 efficient use, dispose of dead plants, store empty pots and seldom used supplies in assigned
178 storage space. Media and other supplies can be retrieved from storage and made available
179 to users with a timely request to the Magoon supervisor. Assigned storage space should be
180 checked regularly; anything deemed unusable (i.e., bags of solidified fertilizer, barrels of
181 hydrated lime and soil etc.) should be removed and disposed of by the PI.
182 13. Application of pesticides and fertilizers must be requested by the users.
183 14. NO alternations may be made to the greenhouse, shade-house structures or the head-
184 house without prior approval. This includes removal of benches, making attachments to
185 any structure (greenhouse, shade-house), disabling or modification of any utilities (electrical,
186 water, etc.) or control system.
187 15. On September 30 of each year, a brief progress report (CRIS reports acceptable) is requested
188 to describe how the space was used, what program objectives were achieved. Users are also
189 encouraged to provide electronic copies of all publications connected to space utilization at
190 Magoon. These are valuable information for the Magoon Annual Progress Report as well as
191 prioritizing the space assignment for new and existing users during a shortage of space.
192 16. Follow proper procedures for the termination of the project and cleanup
193
194 APPLYING FOR BENCH SPACE
195 1. TPSS faculty and courses have priority in space allocation. Surplus space will be rented to
196 other CTAHR or UHM faculty or student groups upon approval of the MUCC and the MUC.
197 2. Prior to application, a meeting with Magoon Supervisor and Magoon User Committee Chair
198 (MUCC) should be arranged to determine space availability and any special needs and
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199 growing conditions that will be required.
3. Application forms may be obtained from the MUCC and on the TPSS Web Site at200

http://manoa.hawaii.edu/ctahr/tpss/administration (Form need to be added.) Applications201
202 will be reviewed and approved jointly by the TPSS Chair, Magoon Supervisor and MUCC.
203 4. Space request forms from TPSS and CTAHR faculty must include the project number of an
204 approved Hatch or Extension Project.
205 5. Space is allocated for the fiscal year from October 1 to September 30. All space allocations
206 will terminate on September 30 regardless of when the allocation was approved.
207 6. A space allocation request when recombinant DNA Material is involved must include a copy
208 of the approved Institutional Biosafety Committee number and protocol. Glasshouse (#12)
209 has been set aside for growing transgenic plants. Any plant growing activity in glasshouse
210 #12 must follow all the regulations required of transgenic plants. More details are provided
211 at the end of this document.
212 7. Educational users are requested to provide a course syllabus at least a week before classes
213 begin to assist the Magoon staff in scheduling. Classes have first priority on the use of space
214 in Glasshouse #1 and outside field areas. Since outside growing space for instruction is
215 limited, requests must be placed no later than 2 months before the semester starts to avoid
216 scheduling conflicts. At the end of each semester, all plant materials, pots and other supplies
217 must be disposed by the instructor to clear room for the next user.
218 8. Space may be rented out to student associations for growing products for plant sale; TPSS
219 faculty sponsorship is required.
220 9. All digitally submitted space applications forms should be submitted as soon as possible to
221 ensure that delays do not occur in your research. A 1-month lead time is recommended to
222 insure all users' requirements can be met.
223 10. To accommodate as many users as possible, in-pot irrigation should be considered whenever
224 possible. Overhead irrigation must be contained within user's assigned space. Magoon staff
225 will assist users with the planning, purchase and setup of bench top irrigation systems.
226 Magoon staff will provide automatic water service to the bench top (as available); users are
227 responsible for all water dispersal hardware. No changes are to be made to the plumbing
228 infrastructure.
229 11. If small research experiments require accurate and specific light and/or temperature control,
230 users are encouraged to apply for space in the Pope Laboratory greenhouses or the
231 Departmental growth chambers located there.
232 12. When bench space usage is terminated earlier than requested, the user is to inform the
233 MUCC and Magoon supervisor, as soon as possible, so that the space can be allocated to
234 another user.
235
236 WORK ORDER REQUEST PROCEDURE
237 The Magoon facility currently (2013) has approval for 3 technicians to provide a facility-
238 wide assistance for all work orders placed with the Supervisor. The Supervisor will assess the nature
239 of the work requests and the availability of technicians' time and assign the appropriate technician
240 to the project. Users can request help for tasks such as the application of pesticides, potting mix
241 preparation, area clean up, and preparation of cuttings or potting up plants.
242 1. In order to ensure an efficient work flow, all job orders must be placed at least 1 week ahead
243 of time, preferably by Friday noon, via email, so that the supervisor has enough time to
244 schedule all job orders for the following week.
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245 2. Given that there are only 3 technicians to assist more than 20 users, services will be provided
246 depending on the availability of technicians and on a first-come first-serve basis.
247 3. All technicians have been trained in specialized areas of plant production. However, they are
248 not expected to be knowledgeable in all plants and growing tasks. If a particular technician
249 is assigned to an unfamiliar research area or task, it is the responsibility of the user to train
250 the technician in the required technical skill and knowledge for that specific project.
251 4. Approved users may request Magoon staff assistance for off-site work activities. The PI or
252 their representative will meet the assigned Magoon staff member at the Magoon Facility and
253 travel with them to off-site work location. The PI or their representative (e.g. graduate
254 student or APT) will remain with the Magoon staff during the off-site work period. When
255 the PI or their representative leaves the off-site work location the Magoon staff member will
256 return to the Magoon facility to finish their duty period for that day.
257
258 CHECK-IN PROCEDURE 
259 1. Upon approval of your space application, an orientation tour will be available to the
260 principal investigator and their support team to explain procedures and regulations for using
261 the Magoon facilities.
262 2. Clean and empty benches, and storage areas (if available) will be provided to the new
263 approved user. Storage space will only be available to approved users.
264 3. Plants brought from outside must be free of insects and disease. If you plan to do disease
265 related research you should request space in the PEPS greenhouses. Before bringing any new
266 plants to Magoon facility, user must notify the Magoon supervisor at least 2 working days
267 prior to their arrival. An inspection of plants by the Magoon supervisor will determine if a
268 quarantine period is required prior to exposure to the general population of plants in
269 approved use areas. An on-site quarantine area will be provided to disinfest plants that
270 cannot be treated prior to importation to the Magoon facility. Due to the shared natured of
271 the Magoon facility it is incumbent upon all users to contribute to the safe and efficient
272 management of the plant growing spaces.
273 4. It is the responsibility of all users to follow all state and federal quarantine regulations
274 relating to the importation of plants, plant parts and seeds from outside of the state of
275 Hawaii.
276 5. On September 30, a request to extend the space allocation into the coming year is due. The
277 MUCC will review the progress reports and the outcome of the request will be provided
278 within 15 working days.
279
280 KEYS
281 1. Once greenhouse space is assigned, keys will be issued.
282 2. The issuance of head house and gate keys requires TPSS Chairman's approval and keys are
283 issued by the TPSS secretary.
284 3. A single growth structure key will be assigned to PI's with approved allocations for their
285 specific areas.
286 4. A deposit is required for all keys issued to students and non-permanent TPSS faculty and
287 staff. Lost keys mean a forfeiture of the original key deposit. 
288 5. Keys should be returned immediately upon completion of the project and the deposit will
289 be returned.
290
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291 CLOSE-OUT PROCEDURES
292 1. Upon completion of a project, retirement, or termination of employment, the user will
293 schedule a meeting with the Magoon supervisor one week in advance to carry out an exit
294 interview.
295 2. All benches, floor below the benches and storage space will be returned to the Magoon
296 supervisor in as good a condition as it was given to user. User is responsible to dispose of
297 all left over plant materials and/or supplies used for the project. Any damages will also be
298 charged to the PI of the project.
299 3. Keys are to be returned to the TPSS secretary.
300 4. A brief summary of the research outcome is request by the MUCC chair for the TPSS annual
301 progress report.
302
303 FEES
304 A bench rental service system has been adopted to cover the cost of Facility operations,
305 continuously accommodate space for TPSS users, and facilitate an efficient turnaround of
306 greenhouse space. The pay-for- space system will allow users equal opportunity to rent bench space
307 for research, extension and teaching needs.
308 1. All TPSS faculty can request 60 ft2 of bench or in ground space at no charge. However, a
309 space request form will be required to obtain this space and all rules for facility usage apply.
310 2. Current rates for bench space at Magoon facilities:
311 i.   Glasshouse benches $0.03/ft2/week
312 ii.  Saran House benches $0.03/ft2/week
313 iii. Outdoor space used minus alley ways $0.02/ft2/week 
314 v.   Storage space carries no charge but available only as long as an approved
315 space use request form is in effect.
316 3. These fees may change yearly based upon the MUC facilities approved budget.
317 4. Space used for teaching (including directed research projects for credit) will be billed to
318 TPSS departmental education support account.
319 5. Payment for space will be made by the withdrawal funds from accounts accessible with a
320 UH P-card. Users will be notified of need to debit their accounts and instructed to sign a P-
321 card reconciliation log and provide a signed account use permission form on or around 14th
322 of each month.
323 6. Users do not need to be P-card holders but accounts provided to pay fees must be accessible
324 with a UH P-card. 
325 7. Direc transfers to the Magoon UH revolving fund account, once established, can also be used
326 to pay for Magoon users' fees.
327
328 (All users can be required to contributed to special emergency )???
329
330
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331 Maintenance and Sanitation Schedule: The Magoon Maintenance program is intended to maintain the facility in a clean and professional manner.
332 Users are requested to clean up their work areas after activities such as potting up plants, pruning plant parts, soil drying and weed removal from their
333 plants. Magoon staff will not clean up after users that make a mess and then leave for other to remove. Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
334 Trash cans will be located in the Magoon Head house for users to fill and then dispose of green waste and non-green waste in designated areas. Do
335 leave filled trash can in the growth structures, return clean and empty cans to the Magoon Headhouse when finished with their use.

336 Activity Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

337Sanitation
3381. Pest Scouting , report to PI
3392. Empty garbage can in houses

All Areas and Structures. All Areas and Structures. All Areas and Structures. All Areas and Structures.

340Cleaning To Eliminate Pest Refuges
3411. Sweep, shop vacuum or hose floors
3422. Remove weeds, no spray unless PI agrees.
3433. Litter and debris pickup
3444. Control weeds around structures

Area #1
GH #1
GH #2
GH #3

Area #2
GH #4
GH #5
GH #6

Area #3
GH #7

GH #12

Area #4
GH #8

345Common Areas Litter and debris pickup All Common Areas All Common Areas. All Common Areas. All Common Areas.

346Common & Instructional Resource Areas (does not
347include areas used by student clubs or fund raising
348activities)
3491. Prune/Water/Fertilize/Weed, beds and trees
3502. Mow and edge turf and grass areas

As needed. Mow and edge turf and grass areas at least monthly. Log Work-Order submission to Facilities

351Equipment
3521. Check visually, all electrical (fans, controller,
353devices), vents, plumbing, structural, drainage.
354 2. Lubricate vent mechanism monthly..

Weekly all structures. Submit work-order for repairs immediately

355Irrigation systems
356Check for leaks, hose couplings etc

Repair immediately Submit Work-Order, if necessary

357Glass and Plastic covering Inspect monthly all greenhouses, schedule washing as needed

358Shading Material Check monthly, all greenhouses, schedule repairs as soon as possible

359Ground Cover, Weed Cloth Monthly, all areas and greenhouses Inspect, repair or replace as necessary

360Storage Areas Monthly, clean up TPSS Head-house, Desmodium house, Storage near GH #12

361Equipment mowers, chain saws, etc Repair immediately.
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362 Maintain Work-Order Log.
363 Structure or
364 Field Area

Needed Work Date Work-
Order

Submitted

Work Order # Date Repairs
completed

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374
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375 HEALTH AND SAFETY
376  1. Reporting Accidents and Unsafe Conditions – PI, students and employees should report
377 accidents and deficiencies to the Facility Supervisor and their faculty supervisor or project
378 PI, immediately. Employees may also report directly to the TPSS Chairman.
379 2. All users including students are require to take the University’s Laboratory Safety Training

available at http://www.hawaii.edu/ehso/lab/training.htm. The facility is regarded as a380
381 laboratory environment. This means that the wearing of closed toed shoes is required and
382 eye protection where applicable.
383 3. Know the location of all safety equipment, including fire extinguishers, emergency showers
384 and eyewashes, phones, and first aid kits.
385 4. Know the emergency evacuation procedure for your area.
386 5. Know where to find safety information, including material safety data sheets and
387 pesticide labels.
388 6. Know where emergency phone numbers are posted.
389 7. No food or drinks are allowed in plant growth areas or areas of possible pesticide
390 contamination. Employees and students handling pesticide-treated plant material are
391 strongly encouraged to wear gloves and to wash their hands after working in a
392 greenhouse.
393 8. No smoking is allowed in plant growth areas or areas of possible pesticide contamination
394 9. All electrical devices for things such as lighting, circulating pumps and timing must be rated
395 for exterior use. These devices are required to have an Underwriters Laboratory UL
396 certificate stamp or other approved certification. Devices must be visually inspected before
397 use and any device that shows obvious damaged or with frayed or cracked cords cannot be
398 used. The MUCC can provide a list of electrical timing and controls devices that meet the
399 requirements and found to be reliable in the wet environment found at the facility.
400 10. Extension Cords and Outlets – Use of extension cords and outlets in a wet environment
401 may lead to electrocution or fire. Use extension cords only on a temporary basis and not as
402 a replacement for permanent wiring. Check integrity of electrical cords regularly. Only three
403 conductor grounded electrical cords rated for outdoor use with a molded three prong plug
404 and sockets and approved by recognized laboratories (such as Underwriters Laboratory) may
405 be used. The cord should be rated for at least 15 amps at 125 VAC (14/3 or 12/3) and not
406 longer than 25 feet. Do not connect a device or devices using an electrical cord that exceeds
407 12 amps. A waterproof electrical cord cover or box is recommended at the connection to the

electrical device. http://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_Hurricane_Facts/elect_safety.pdf408
409 The use of unapproved extension cords is a violation of both OSHA, HIOSH and National
410 Fire Protection Association codes. In accordance with OSHA regulation 1910.305(g)(1)(iii)
411 flexible cords may not be used in permanent installations as specified in (A) through (E):
412 A. As a substitute for the fixed wiring of a structure:
413 B. Where run through holes in walls, ceilings, or floors;
414 C. Where run through doorways, windows, or similar openings; D. Where attached
415 to building surfaces; or
416 E. Where concealed behind building walls, ceilings, or floors. (viewed on OSHA
417 w e b s i t e  o n  0 6 / 1 0 / 2 0 1 3 ) :

http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=INTERPRE418
TATIONS&p_id=25 Make sure the electrical cord is fully inserted into outlet. Keep419

420 slack in flexible electrical cords to prevent tension of electrical terminals. Unplug
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421 when not in use.
422 11. Any modification to the electrical infrastructure requires pre-inspection by the Facilities
423 Management Electrical Engineer. The electrical engineer will prepare a quote for the
424 electrical work, if required, based on a UH Facilities Work Request. The Work Request is
425 prepared and submitted via an online system by the TPSS office staff. The PI is responsible
426 to cover all costs related to electrical infrastructure modifications. The request for the
427 inspection should be made through the MUCC.
428 12. Users are responsible for identifying pesticides labeled for use on their plants. Pesticides
429 must be delivered to Magoon supervisor with a copy of pesticide label and MSDS (e.g.
430 Greenbook.net and CDMS.net ).
431 13. Magoon staff will only make pesticide applications according to product labeling for crop
432 safety and in compliance with state and federal laws governing the use of pesticides. An
433 actionable pesticide application request will include the following: a) the trade name of the
434 pesticide, b) a PI's description of where on the label their requested application is described,
435 c) a use rate for the requested application and d) a time frame for the application (e.g.
436 "within the next 2-4 business days").
437 14. Any pesticides and/or fertilizers obtained by the PI can be offered to Magoon management
438 for general station use or removed from the facility. The Magoon facilities will not serve as
439 a clearing house for these items and long term storage on site is not an option.
440
441 GENERAL CONTINGENCY PLANS
442 The following emergency procedures are recommended if there is fire, explosions, or other accidents
443 including pesticide related accidents. These procedures are intended to limit injuries and minimize
444 damage if an accident should occur.
445 1. Render assistance to persons involved and remove them from exposure to further injury if
446 necessary and if it can be done without endangering yourself; do not move an injured person
447 not in danger of further harm.
448 2. In a medical emergency, summon medical help immediately.
449 3. Contact Campus Security (x66911)
450 4. Warn personnel in adjacent areas of any potential hazard to their safety.
451 5. Render immediate first-aid (e.g., beginning resuscitation if breathing has stopped; help
452 washing under a safety shower).
453 6. In case of fire, call the fire department. If a portable extinguisher is available extinguish
454 the fire.
455 7. Secure affected area and prevent entry of others until after help has arrived.
456 8. Contact EHSO (x63201 or x63198) if accident involves as hazardous chemical.
457 9. Document what happened, why, what was done, and what was learned.
458
459 PLANT CONTAINMENT - RECOMBINANT DNA MATERIAL
460 1. The Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) Policy requires that any research, teaching,
461 or testing activity that involves the use of potentially hazardous agents (biological,
462 chemical or rDNA) or the construction or use of genetically engineered organisms
463 requires review by the Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) before beginning the
464 project. It is the researcher's responsibility to obtain the required permits for growing
465 transgenic plants and to follow the proper isolation protocols.

http://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcrge/research/ibc/index.html,466
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467 2. A notation of the use of transgenic organisms must be made on the Space Application
468 Form. An inventory of the plant material to be grown is required. A copy of the approved
469 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOP) and BIOSAFETY CHECKLIST
470 FOR PLANT CONTAINMENT must be attached.
471 3. The principal purpose of plant containment is to avoid the unintentional transmission of a
472 recombinant DNA-containing plant genome, including nuclear or organelle hereditary
473 material or release of recombinant DNA-derived organisms associated with plants.
474 4. The containment principles are based on the recognition that the organisms that are used
475 pose no health threat to humans or higher animals (unless deliberately modified for that
476 purpose), and that the containment conditions minimize the possibility of an
477 unanticipated deleterious effect on organisms and ecosystems outside of the experimental
478 facility, e.g., the inadvertent spread of a serious pathogen from a greenhouse to a local
479 agricultural crop or the unintentional introduction and establishment of an organism in a
480 new ecosystem.
481 5. TPSS Facilities Glasshouse #12 may only be used for plants that are not a noxious weed
482 or cannot outcross with one, not easily disseminated and are not a detriment to
483 environment. These are from suggested criteria for assigning biosafety levels (Traynor et
484 al., 2001. "Practical Guide to Containment" Virginia Tech.).
485
486 Two levels of facilities exist at Magoon. From comparison of standard practices for
487 containment of plants in greenhouses (Traynor et al., 2001. "Practical Guide to Containment"

Virginia Tech.) URL: http://www.isb.vt.edu/greenhouse/green_man.intro.cfm488
489
490 BioSafety Level 1-P Biosafety Level 2-P
491 Entry Locks on entry ways

Posted Responsible Individual and
contact information

492 Screening Recommended 30 mesh or higher required

493 Floors Impervious walkways recommended Impervious material: collection of run-off
may be required

494 Other Autoclave available

495 Access Discretionary
Personnel must read and follow instructions

Access restricted to required persons only
Personnel must read and follow
instructions

496 Procedures Appropriate for organism.
Record of experiments in facility.

Greenhouse manual to advise of
consequences; give contingency plans.
Records kept of experiments and
movement in/out of greenhouse

497 Containment Containment required for movement
in/out of greenhouse.

498 Disposal Biological inactivate experimental organisms at
the end of experiment.
Pest control program

Biological inactivate experimental
organisms at the end of experiment.
Decontaminate gravel periodically
Pest control program

499 Controls Appropriate caging and precautions for escape
of motile organisms

Appropriate caging and precautions for
escape of motile organisms.

500
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